Let's explore
There are a number of walk trails you can explore from here depending on the time you have, your level of fitness and the degree of difficulty you choose. Quiet, observant walking can reveal some remarkable natural features, particularly when the wildflowers attract birds and insects.

Planning ahead makes for a safe, enjoyable walking. Please stay on the marked walk trails as much of the rock is unstable and loose. Be careful of fallen tree debris (gumnuts) as they can be a slip risk in some sections.

Falls Trail
Class 2  640m return. Allow 45 minutes.
From here it is an easy short walk beside the brook to Lesmurdie Falls and back. There you can enjoy an extensive view over the foothills, across the coastal plain and beyond to the city of Perth. A number of lookouts are provided with handrails for your safety.

Foot of the Falls Trail
Class 3  2km return. Allow 1 hour.
Take the Falls Trail to the lookout and then continue down the scarp to the brook. Here turn right and walk beside the brook to the foot of the falls. Return the same way or continue down the brook to Palm Terrace, Forrestfield.

Shoulder Trail
Class 3  1.5km return. Allow 1 hour.
Walk along the Falls Trail to the footbridge and cross the brook. It is a moderately easy ascent on pavers before encountering an uneven surface near the junction with the Valley Loop Trail. Follow the trail for 350m descending past a prominent dolerite dyke of dark rocks and a grove of distinctive quondongs. The shoulder provides a trailside view of the lower face of the falls as well as panoramic views across the coastal plain.

Valley Loop
Class 3  3km return. Allow 2 hours.
This Valley Loop walk contains some uneven and gravel sections. Follow the trail up the brook and cross over to the scarp, from here it is mostly downhill to Palm Terrace. Cross the brook or continue onto the road if the water is flowing. Return up the other side of the valley on the Foot of the Falls trail.

Lesmurdie Brook Loop
Class 2  1.5km return. Allow 1 hour.
This moderately easy walk is an initiative of the Friends of Upper Lesmurdie Falls and the Lesmurdie and Districts Community Association. Follow the trail upstream as it winds around the Lesmurdie Brook passing by beautifully handcrafted bridges and seats and discover past life at Lesmurdie Falls.

Safe walking
- Carry 3 to 4 litres of water per person per day, however individual needs may vary depending on weather conditions and terrain. Avoid dehydration by drinking small amounts regularly.
- Avoid sunstroke and sunburn—wear long sleeved, loose clothes and a hat and apply sunscreen.

To help us protect this important and fragile environment, please:
- Tread carefully and keep to the marked walk trails to protect vegetation and prevent erosion.
- Keep your pets on a leash to protect wildlife. Pet waste is a source of nutrients that can contribute to algal blooms in creeks and rivers.
- Take all rubbish away with you. As well as being unsightly, rubbish can harm our wildlife.
- Get involved! Visit www.friendsofupperlesmurdiefalls.com.au

Information:
Phone 000 for Emergency, fire, police and ambulance
Non-urgent Police assistance Phone 131 444
Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions Phone (08) 9442 0300

NOTE: The birds and flowers are not to scale or in proportion with each other.